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Refractive index enhancement with vanishing absorption in short, high-density vapor cells
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It has recently been predicted and experimentally demonstrated that the refractive index of a vapor may
be enhanced while maintaining vanishing absorption by using the interference of two Raman transitions, one
absorptive and one amplifying in nature. In this paper, we present a detailed experimental study of this technique
in a 1-mm-long rubidium (Rb) vapor cell with densities exceeding 1014 cm−3. We study the optimization of the
achieved refractive index as various experimental parameters are varied and discuss a number of limitations of
the current experiments. We also present a detailed discussion of possible experimental improvements and future
prospects of this technique.
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Laser physicists strive to engineer the optical response of
materials. Naturally available materials, such as atomic gases
in thermal equilibrium, offer only a limited set of optical
properties. For many experiments and practical applications,
the optical response needs to be controlled to produce a
desired effect on a propagating light wave. Over the last two
decades, a number of techniques have been demonstrated that
alter the atomic response to near-resonant light. For example,
using electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT), one can
render transparent an otherwise opaque medium to a resonant
laser beam [1–3]. It is now understood that using EIT and
similar techniques, one can obtain slow light [4–8], stopped
light [9–13], and construct optical nonlinearities that are large
enough to be effective at the single-photon level [14–24].
These effects have had a big impact on our understanding
of the fundamental physics behind light-matter interactions.
Furthermore, observation of these effects has opened up a
number of exciting applications across a variety of fields
including quantum computing and all-optical information
processing.

Despite this great progress, a key aspect of these studies
has remained elusive. EIT and related techniques utilize
the steep dispersion (the slope) of the refractive index as
a function of frequency. An effective scheme that allows
us to engineer the value of the refractive index has not
yet been developed. Over the last two decades, a number
of techniques that manipulate the refractive index without
increasing absorption have been suggested. The field started
with the pioneering work of Scully [25,26], which was later
extended by a number of authors [27–29]. In this paper, we
focus on the recent suggestion of using the interference of two
far-off-resonant Raman transitions for enhancing the refractive
index while maintaining vanishing absorption [30,31]. We re-
cently reported a proof-of-principle experiment in low-density
rubidium (Rb) vapor that demonstrated the key ideas of this
technique [32]. In the present work, we extend this experiment
to short alkali-metal vapor cells with densities exceeding
1014 cm−3, that is, densities more than two orders of magnitude
higher than what has typically been used in EIT experiments.
We present a detailed study of the strength of the Raman
resonances as a function of various experimental parameters
such as the single-photon detuning, the cell temperature, and
the intensity of the control lasers. We also report a study

of F -level specific optical pumping at high vapor densities,
which is critical for our studies of index enhancement. Our
experiments demonstrate relative refractive index values of
�n ≈ 10−4, which is more than two orders of magnitude larger
than in our earlier proof-of-principle experiment.

A key practical application of index enhancement schemes
is optical imaging science. As the frontiers of science and
engineering approach the nanoscale, it becomes ever more
important to devise optical imaging techniques with nanometer
resolution. It is well known that the resolution of a traditional
optical imaging system is limited by the wavelength of light.
This is the diffraction limit, and overcoming this barrier
has been the subject of intense theoretical and experimental
research [34–41]. The wavelength of light inside a refractive
medium is λ = λ0/n, where λ0 is the wavelength in vacuum.
A large refractive index, therefore, corresponds to a reduced
wavelength inside the medium and enhanced imaging res-
olution. Similarly, because of the reduced wavelength, the
lower limit on feature size of a lithographic mask is reduced
in a high index medium. This is particularly important since
lithographic resolution currently determines the size and the
processing power of every semiconductor integrated circuit.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that a laser beam tuned close to an atomic
resonance can experience a large refractive index. However,
such a large index is usually accompanied by large absorption.
It was first pointed out by Scully [25,26] that, using atomic
coherence, it is possible to obtain a large refractive index
with negligible absorption. The pioneering work of Scully
was extended to different configurations by Fleischhauer and
colleagues [27–29]. Although these ideas were experimentally
demonstrated in an Rb vapor cell by Zibrov et al. [33], a
refractive index in a vapor that is large enough to be of practical
importance has yet to be achieved.

Building on these pioneering efforts, our approach utilizes
the interference of an absorptive and a gain resonance to obtain
an enhanced index with vanishing absorption. As shown in
Fig. 1(a), a straightforward way to realize such an interference
is to have two different two-level transitions. These two
transitions can either be in the same atom or can belong to two
different atomic species. Such a multiple two-level scheme
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The interference of an absorptive reso-
nance and an amplifying resonance can lead to an enhanced refractive
index with vanishing absorption. (a) Shows the most straightforward
way to achieve such an interference. Due to various difficulties, the
scheme in (a) is not practical. (b) Shows an equivalent scheme using
Raman transitions induced by two control lasers, Ec1 and Ec2. By
changing the excitation configuration from the ground level, a Raman
resonance can be made amplifying or absorptive for the probe beam
Ep .

has not yet been realized in practice since it is difficult to
find two different transitions with close and easily tunable
resonance frequencies. Furthermore, due to collisional energy
exchange, it is difficult to maintain population inversion in
one transition but not the other [27]. We recently proposed
that such a multiple two-level scheme can be realized by using
Raman resonances in far-off resonant atomic systems [30,31].
As shown in Fig. 1(b), with an atom starting in the ground state
|g〉, a Raman transition involves absorption of one photon
and emission of another photon of different frequency such
that the two-photon resonance condition is satisfied. The laser
beams that are involved can be very far detuned from the
excited state |e〉. By changing the excitation configuration from
the ground level (Ec1E

∗
p vs EpE∗

c2), a Raman resonance can
be made amplifying or absorptive for the probe laser. This
scheme circumvents the difficulties of the original scheme
of Fig. 1(a). The two Raman transition frequencies can be
arbitrarily different since we have the freedom to choose the
frequencies of the control lasers, Ec1 and Ec2. There is also
no population inversion requirement and the system remains
mostly in the ground state at all times.

A detailed description of our scheme and the related
formalism can be found in Refs. [30,32]. Figure 2 shows
representative plots for the real part, χ ′, and the imaginary

FIG. 2. (Color online) The real part χ ′ (solid line) and the
imaginary part χ ′′ (dashed line) of the susceptibility of the probe
laser for Raman transitions separated by � = 10γ , 5γ , and γ ,
respectively. At the midpoint between the resonances, there is
destructive interference in the imaginary part of the susceptibility
yielding vanishing absorption. At the same point, the real part of the
susceptibility obtains a large value due to constructive interference,
which simultaneously yields an enhanced refractive index.

part, χ ′′, of the susceptibility as a function of the frequency
of the probe laser beam. The refractive index is related to the
real part through the relation n = √

1 + χ ′ and the imaginary
part determines the loss or gain on the beam. In Fig. 2, for
simplicity, the two Raman transitions are assumed to have
equal parameters including identical Raman linewidth of γ .
In the plots, the spacing between the two Raman transitions
is � = 10γ , 5γ , γ , respectively. At the midpoint between the
two resonances, the beam experiences an enhanced refractive
index with vanishing absorption.

The strength of the Raman resonances, and therefore the
value of the refractive index, is controlled by the intensity of
the control laser beams. A natural question to ask then is how
much can the refractive index of the medium be increased using
this approach. It is now understood that for a sufficiently large
control laser intensity, the medium will have its maximum
possible index (as if the probe beam were tuned very close
to the single-photon electronic resonance with state |e〉), and
this refractive index is obtained while maintaining vanishing
absorption. This limit is achieved when the Rabi frequencies
of the control lasers are �c1 ≈ �c2 ≈ �ω

√
γ /�. Here, �ω

is the large single-photon detuning from the excited state,
and � is the total width of the excited state (radiative +
collisional + Doppler). All of these results were also derived
by Kocharovskaya and colleagues [31].

One of the key questions in this technique is the amount
of noise added to the probe beam while propagating through
such an enhanced index medium. At the midpoint between
the resonances, although the beam experiences vanishing
absorption, the beam becomes noisier due to spontaneously
emitted photons. Recently, by using the Heisenberg-Langevin
noise operator approach, we have estimated the number of
noise photons added to the beam [42]. We have shown that,
at the point of vanishing absorption, roughly (n − 1)(2π/λ0)L
noise photons are added to the beam at the end of a medium
of length L. For n = 2 and L = 1 mm, the number of noise
photons at the point of vanishing absorption is about 104 and
is negligible for even a nanojoule-level weak probe beam.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SCHEMATIC

Figure 3 shows the simplified setup for our experiments. We
work with a triple layer magnetically shielded and temperature
controlled vapor cell containing natural abundance Rb (28%
87Rb, 72% 85Rb). The vapor cell is L = 1 mm long and
contains 10 torr of nitrogen (N2) as a buffer gas. For Raman
transitions between the hyperfine ground states, we utilize
far-off resonant excitation through the excited electronic state
5P3/2 (D2 line) near a wavelength of λ = 780.2 nm. The three
experimental beams, Ep, Ec1, and Ec2, are derived from a
single master external cavity diode laser with a linewidth of
about 0.5 MHz. The output of this master laser is appropriately
shifted by three high-frequency acousto-optic modulators
(AOM) in parallel to produce the desired relative frequency
spacing between the beams. The relative frequency stability
between the experimental beams is at the 1-Hz level. After the
AOMs, the control beams are amplified by tapered amplifiers
to achieve the required power levels. The frequency of each of
the three laser beams can be tuned by changing the modulation
frequency of the AOMs. This setup gives us complete control
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Simplified experimental schematic. The
experiment is performed in a magnetically shielded, natural abun-
dance Rb vapor cell with a length of L = 1 mm. The three
experimental beams, Ep , Ec1, and Ec2, are obtained by appropriate
frequency shifting and amplifying the output of a single master
external cavity diode laser. After the cell, we separate the probe laser
beam with a high extinction polarizer and perform our measurements.
Some experiments utilize optical pumping lasers, which propagate in
a direction opposite to the experimental laser beams.

over the position of the two Raman resonances. Further details
regarding our laser system can be found in our previous
publications [43,44]. The polarization of the probe beam is
linear and orthogonal to the polarization of the two control laser
beams. The three beams have collimated beam waists of W0 =
0.76 mm at the vapor cell. Because our experiment is very sen-
sitive to spatial mode purity, all three laser beams are spatially
filtered using single-mode, polarization maintaining fibers be-
fore they are coupled to the cell. The probe laser has an optical
power of a fraction of a mW and is much weaker than the con-
trol lasers (up to 50 mW each). For some experiments, we uti-
lize additional optical pumping laser beams which are locked
to appropriate transitions. These lasers are obtained from
separate external cavity diode lasers whose outputs are also
amplified by semiconductor tapered amplifiers. We are able to
produce optical pumping power of about 70 mW at the cell.

As mentioned earlier, the two Raman transitions can either
be in the same species or can belong to two different species.
For our proof-of-principle experiment, we had used the two
species setup of Fig. 4 [32]. We begin that experiment by
optically pumping both of the atomic species to the F = 2
hyperfine state manifold. This is achieved using two optical
pumping lasers locked to the F = 1 → F ′ = 2 transition in
87Rb and the F = 3 → F ′ = 3 transition in 85Rb, respectively.
We run the experiment in a timing cycle where we optically
pump the atoms for about 500 μs. We then turn off the optical
pumping beams and turn on the probe and the control lasers.
To avoid undesired time dynamics due to sharp edges, we turn
on the three beams smoothly over about 10 μs and perform our
measurements at the peak of the pulses. To determine the gain
or the loss on the probe beam, we measure the intensity of the
beam at the peak of its spatial profile using a pinhole placed
immediately after the vapor cell. The key issue with such a
two-species scheme is the cross coupling of the two optical
pumping processes. The 87Rb optical pumping laser tries to
pump the 85Rb atoms to the wrong F level and vice versa. As
a result, the achieved enhancement of the refractive index is
very low, �n ≈ 2 × 10−7.

In this paper, we will focus on the single-species scheme of
Fig. 5. In this scheme, we use 85Rb and optically pump to the

FIG. 4. (Color online) Refractive index enhancement using two
Raman transitions in two isotopes of Rb. We start this experiment
by pumping both of the atomic species to the F = 2 hyperfine level.
This is achieved using two optical pump lasers locked to appropriate
transitions. With the atoms pumped, we electromagnetically induce
two Raman transitions, one in each isotope. A key issue with this
scheme is the cross-coupling of the two optical pumping processes
which results in a low value of the relative index.

F = 3 level. This configuration does not suffer from the cross-
coupling of the two optical pumping processes. Furthermore,
the required frequency span of the three experimental beams is
smaller compared to the arrangement in Fig. 4. As a result, the
scheme requires a smaller number of high-frequency AOMs
which considerably simplifies the experimental setup. We have
found the setup of Fig. 5 to be more robust than the two-
species approach of Fig. 4, producing much higher values of
the relative index. All of the data in the remainder of this paper
will be presented for this single-species configuration.

We have experimentally found the scheme of Fig. 5 to be
relatively insensitive to the presence of the optical pumping
laser. The reason for this is that the intense control laser
beams optically pump the atoms to the F = 3 hyperfine
level themselves. For this case, the introduction of the optical
pumping laser can increase the strength of each resonance
slightly, by as much as 10%, but otherwise does not have a

FIG. 5. (Color online) Refractive index enhancement in 85Rb. We
optically pump to the F = 3 level and induce two Raman transitions.
The spacing between the F = 2 and F = 3 levels is 3.035 GHz. This
configuration has significant advantages over that of Fig. 4.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Normalized probe transmission through the cell as its frequency is scanned across the D2 line (one unit indicates
100% transmission). The cell temperatures are T = 96,115,144, and 163 ◦C for plots (a) through (d), respectively. The vapor pressure model
gives N = 4.4 × 1012,1.5 × 1013,7.1 × 1013, and 1.8 × 1014 cm−3 at these temperatures. The solid lines are numerical calculations without
any adjustable parameters that use these density values and known dipole matrix elements, and Doppler- and pressure-broadened linewidths
of the excited levels. The good agreement between the data and the calculation shows that the estimated values of the density are reasonably
accurate.

significant effect on the experimental results. In this scheme,
to allow sufficient time for optical pumping with the control
lasers, we typically turn on these beams about 100 μs before
the probe laser beam.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Spectroscopy of the D2 line

In our experiments, it is important to know the density
of the vapor as accurately as possible. To accomplish this,
we have performed absorption spectroscopy of the D2 line
by measuring the transmission of a weak probe laser beam
propagating alone (without the control lasers) while its
frequency is scanned across the resonance. As we discuss
below, we use the change in these absorption curves to
characterize the efficiency of optical pumping to a specific
F level. We perform the absorption spectroscopy experiments
at different vapor cell temperatures as measured by an attached
thermocouple. The vapor cell temperature is stabilized to
within ±0.1 ◦C using a PID feedback loop which controls the
current of the high-resistance heating wires. Figure 6 shows
the probe transmission vs frequency at cell temperatures of
T = 96,115,144, and 163 ◦C. As the vapor temperature is
increased, the absorption window becomes saturated due to
the high atomic density. In Fig. 6(a), the central two features
are due to 85Rb, whereas the outer features are due to 87Rb.
The frequency spacing between the features corresponds to the
hyperfine splitting of the ground electronic states, 3.035 GHz
for 85Rb and 6.834 GHz for 87Rb. The hyperfine structures of
the excited electronic states are not resolved. The solid red lines
in Fig. 6 are absorption calculations without any adjustable

parameters. We use the vapor pressure model of Ref. [45]
to estimate the density and include known dipole matrix
elements and Doppler- and pressure-broadened linewidths
of the excited hyperfine levels [46,47]. There is very good
agreement between the calculations and the experimental
data. This confirms that the vapor density given by the
vapor pressure model is reasonably accurate. The model gives
N = 4.4 × 1012 cm−3 for (a), 1.5 × 1013 cm−3 for (b), 7.1 ×
1013 cm−3 for (c), and 1.8 × 1014 cm−3 for (d).

B. Optical pumping

For the refractive index enhancement scheme, it is critical
that the atoms are optically pumped to the required hyperfine
level, either with the separate optical pumping laser or with the
intense control laser. To investigate the efficiency of optical
pumping to a specific hyperfine level, we study the change
in the absorption spectrum of the probe laser beam in the
presence of an optical pumping laser locked to the appropriate
transition. Figure 7 shows the transmission of a weak probe
beam through the cell with (solid circles) and without (solid
diamonds) an optical pumping laser locked to the F = 2 →
F ′ = 3 transition of the D2 line in 87Rb. Plot (a) is obtained
for a cell temperature of T = 96 ◦C (N = 4.4 × 1012 cm−3)
and plot (b) is obtained for a cell temperature of T = 163 ◦C
(N = 1.8 × 1014cm−3). The optical pumping laser pumps both
isotopes to the lower energy hyperfine level and, as a result,
higher frequency features of the absorption spectrum become
more dominant. In plot (b), even though the spectrum is very
saturated, the shift of the whole absorption spectrum to higher
frequencies is evident.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Normalized probe transmission through
the cell with (solid circles) and without (solid diamonds) an optical
pumping laser for cell temperatures of (a) T = 96 ◦C (N = 4.4 ×
1012 cm−3) and (b) T = 163 ◦C (N = 1.8 × 1014 cm−3). The optical
pumping laser pumps both isotopes to their lower energy hyperfine
level resulting in stronger higher frequency features of the spectrum.

From the data of Fig. 7, we can infer the percentage of
the atoms that are pumped from the upper hyperfine level to
the lower hyperfine level in both isotopes. The solid lines in
Fig. 7 are fits to the data, using the known densities, transition
strengths, and linewidths, and varying the percentage of the
atoms that are pumped. For example, in plot (a), the fit to the
solid circles assumes 90% of 87Rb atoms that were in F = 2 are
pumped to F = 1, and 80% of 85Rb atoms that were in F = 3
are pumped to F = 2. By changing the parameters of the
optical pumping laser, such as its frequency and its power, the
pumping efficiency can be optimized for each of the isotopes.
Figure 8 shows the percentage of atoms pumped from F = 2
to F = 1 for 87Rb as the vapor density is increased. We pump
a large fraction of atoms for densities as high as 1.2 × 1014

cm−3, above which the pumping efficiency drops sharply.
We observe similar results for 85Rb, and also for pumping
from lower hyperfine to upper hyperfine levels (not shown in
Fig. 8). A drop in pumping efficiency with increasing density
is expected since various depumping mechanisms, such as
spin-exchange collisions and radiation trapping, become more
pronounced. We do not observe such a sharp drop in pumping
efficiency in our calculations, however, and are currently
working toward understanding this discrepancy. To our knowl-
edge, the data of Fig. 8 demonstrates the highest alkali

FIG. 8. (Color online) The percentage of atoms pumped from
F = 2 to F = 1 for 87Rb as the vapor density is increased. The
optical pumping laser is locked to the F = 2 → F ′ = 3 transition of
the D2 line in 87Rb. We pump a large fraction of atoms for densities as
high as 1.2 × 1014 cm−3, above which the pumping efficiency drops
sharply. We observe similar results for 85Rb, and also for pumping
from lower hyperfine to upper hyperfine levels (not shown).

vapor density where such F level optical pumping has been
observed.

C. Individual Raman resonances

We next discuss observing individual gain and absorption
Raman resonances. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the individual
gain and absorption resonances that were obtained at a density
of 1.4 × 1014 cm−3. It is important to note that we are operating
at a density that is about two orders of magnitude larger than the
densities used in typical vapor-cell EIT experiments [48,49].
We observe a peak gain of a factor of 10 and a peak absorption
of a factor of 13 with sub-MHz Raman linewidths. For this data,
we use only one control laser at a time [i.e., the control laser for
the absorption (gain) transition is blocked while recording the
gain (absorption) data]. The data are taken at a single-photon
detuning of about 7 GHz from the excited electronic state.
We estimate that the residual two-photon Doppler broadening
contribute 187 kHz to the observed linewidth, whereas
the broadening due to the time duration of the probe pulse is
≈ 10 kHz.

As we discuss in detail below, when we combine the
two resonances, we observe a reduced strength of each
resonance, in particular the absorption resonance, due to
various cross-coupling mechanisms. We believe, however,
most of these cross coupling mechanisms are technical in
nature and may possibly be remedied in the future. It is,
therefore, instructive to estimate the refractive index that would
be achieved if the two resonances could be combined while
retaining their original strength. Figure 9(c) shows the inferred
real and imaginary parts of the refractive index when the two
transitions of Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) are combined. The maximum
inferred relative index at the point of vanishing absorption
is �n = 1.5 × 10−4. As we discuss below, in our current
experiment, we obtain a relative index of �n ≈ 0.4 × 10−4

with low absorption (i.e., about a factor of 4 lower than this
ideal limit). In Fig. 9(c), we plot the change in the refractive
index due to the Raman transitions only (i.e., the background
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FIG. 9. (Color online) (a) The normalized transmitted intensity (Iout/Iin) of the probe laser as its frequency is scanned across the gain
resonance for a cell length of L = 1 mm. We observe a peak gain of factor of 10. The probe (Ep) and control laser (Ec1) configuration is as
shown in Fig. 5. (b) The transmitted intensity as the probe laser is scanned across the absorption resonance showing a peak absorption of a
factor of 13. For this particular data, the Ep and Ec2 configuration is slightly different than that shown in Fig. 5. (c) The inferred real (solid line)
and imaginary (dashed line) parts of the relative index due to the Raman transitions only if the two transitions were combined while retaining
their original strength.

refractive index of the vapor is not included). We estimate the
background relative index of the vapor at this density to be
−3.7 × 10−4.

We have investigated the dependence of the individual
resonances on various experimental parameters. For example,
Fig. 10 shows the peak intensity gain achieved while the probe
laser frequency is scanned across the gain resonance as the
vapor temperature is varied. We observe an increase in the peak
gain up until a temperature of T ≈ 155 ◦C (corresponding to
an atomic density of N ≈ 1.4 × 1014 cm−3), beyond which
the gain saturates. The saturation is most likely due to the

FIG. 10. (Color online) The peak intensity gain for the probe laser
beam as the vapor temperature is varied. The highest gain is obtained
for a temperature of T ≈ 155 ◦C, which corresponds to an atomic
density of N ≈ 1.4 × 1014 cm−3.

reduction in the efficiency of optical pumping as shown in
Fig. 8 or due to the power broadening of the Raman transition
as we discuss below. Because we are using a Pyrex vapor cell,
we cannot increase the cell temperature much further than
165 ◦C since at higher temperatures Rb starts to chemically
interact with the cell walls.

Figure 11 shows the strength of the gain resonance as the
single-photon detuning of the laser beams from the D2 line is
varied at an atomic density of N ≈ 1.4 × 1014 cm−3. We find
the optimal operating point to be about 7 GHz detuned from
the D2 line. Single-photon detunings significantly smaller than
7 GHz suffer from single-photon probe absorption due to the

FIG. 11. (Color online) The peak intensity gain for the probe laser
beam as the single-photon detuning from the D2 line is varied. The
highest gain is obtained for a detuning of about 7 GHz.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) The normalized transmitted probe inten-
sity (Iout/Iin) as its frequency is scanned across the gain resonance
for a control laser (Ec1) power of 18 mW (solid line), 39 mW (dashed
line), 64 mW (crosses), 93 mW (pluses), 120 mW (open triangles),
143 mW (solid circles), and 165 mW (solid diamonds). As the control
laser power is increased, the strength of the Raman transition increases
up to a certain control power level and then saturates. The shift and
the broadening of the Raman transition are also clearly observed. The
shift is due to the AC stark shift of the hyperfine levels, which results
from the high intensity of the control laser.

large optical depth. Detunings significantly larger than 7 GHz
suffer from reduced Raman coupling and also from the optical
power limitation of the control laser beams. A detuning of
7 GHz seems to be the optimal point where single-photon
absorption is small (about five percent) yet a sufficiently
large Raman coupling is maintained. We have investigated the
dependence of the absorption resonance on the variation of
these parameters. We have found results comparable to those
shown in Figs. 10 and 11.

Figure 12 shows the observed Raman gain resonances as
the probe frequency is scanned for varying levels of control
laser (Ec1) power. These data are obtained for optimal values
of single-photon detuning (≈7 GHz) and the atomic density
(N ≈ 1.4 × 1014 cm−3). The shift and the broadening of the
Raman transition is clearly observed as the control laser power

is increased. Figure 13 summarizes the data of Fig. 12. Plot
(a) shows the peak probe intensity gain for a range of control
laser powers. The observed gain increases up to a control laser
power of about 100 mW and then saturates (the optimization
data of Figs. 10 and 11 are obtained with a control power value
of approximately 100 mW). Figure 13(b) shows the shift of
the Raman transition as the control laser power is increased.
The shift is a result of the difference in the AC Stark shifts
of the lower and upper hyperfine levels. The solid line is the
calculated shift of the Raman transition using the known dipole
matrix elements [45] and without any adjustable parameters
(i.e., all parameters that we use in the calculation including
the size of the beams are experimentally measured). It appears
that the calculations overestimate the Raman transition shift
by about 30%. The reason for the discrepancy is likely a slight
spatial misalignment of the probe laser beam from the center
of the control lasers.

Figure 13(c) shows the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the Raman transition as the control laser power
is varied. The solid line is a numerical calculation without
any adjustable parameters. The observed power broadening of
the Raman transition is much larger than what the calculation
indicates. This broadening is a major limitation of the current
experiments since it results in the saturation of the Raman
transition for control powers exceeding 100 mW. Currently,
we do not understand the physical mechanisms behind this
broadening. We speculate that the broadening may possibly
be caused by alkali dimer formation and dimer resonances
coming into play [50,51].

D. Combining the two resonances

As mentioned above, when we combine the Raman gain and
absorption resonances, we observe a reduced strength of each
resonance. This is due to various cross-coupling processes,
such as the additional control laser beam causing further Stark
shift and broadening of each resonance. Another issue is that
when the two transitions are combined, we have to work in
a restricted parameter space for each transition. For example,
the single-photon detunings for the Raman gain and absorption
resonances are different by the ground-state hyperfine splitting

FIG. 13. (Color online) (a) The peak probe gain that is observed as the control laser power is increased. The gain increases up to a control
laser power value of about 100 mW and then saturates. (b) The Raman resonance shift vs the control laser power. The shift is a result of the
difference in AC Stark shifts of the lower and upper hyperfine levels. The solid line is a numerical calculation without any adjustable parameters.
We observe reasonable agreement between the calculation and the experimental results. The discrepancy is likely due to a slight misalignment
of the probe laser beam from the center of the control lasers. (c) The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Raman transition as the
control laser power is varied. The solid line is a numerical calculation without any adjustable parameters. The observed power broadening of
the Raman transition is much larger than what the calculation indicates.
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FIG. 14. (Color online) The real (solid lines) and the imaginary
(data points and dashed lines) parts of the refractive index when the
two Raman resonances are combined. The dashed lines are fits to
the data that assumes each Raman resonance to have a Lorentzian
lineshape. The solid lines are the calculated real part of the refractive
index based on these fits. In plots (a) and (b) the gain resonance occurs
before the absorption resonance whereas in plot (c) the situation is
reversed. We observe a change in refractive index of |�n| ≈ 0.4 ×
10−4 with low absorption.

of 3.035 GHz. As a result, we cannot have the optimal detuning
of 7 GHz for each transition. The reduction of the transition
strength is particularly pronounced for the Raman absorption
resonance.

Figure 14 shows the observed combined gain and absorp-
tion resonances as the probe frequency is scanned. Here we
measure the probe intensity absorption or gain at the end of
the cell (Iout/Iin) and then back-calculate the imaginary part of
the refractive index using the known cell length of L = 1 mm.
The dashed lines are fits to the data that assume each Raman
resonance to have a Lorentzian lineshape. The three adjustable
parameters in the fits are the strength, the position, and the
width of each Raman resonance. We observe good agreement
between the fits and the experimental data. From these fits, we

evaluate the real part of the Lorentzian curves and calculate
the real part of the refractive index (the solid lines in Fig. 14).
By tuning the frequencies of the control laser beams, we can
control the position of the Raman resonances as the probe
laser frequency is scanned. In plots (a) and (b) the gain
resonance occurs before the absorption resonance whereas in
plot (c) the situation is reversed. As a result, in plots (a) and
(b) we observe refractive index enhancement with vanishing
absorption, whereas in plot (c) we observe refractive index
reduction with vanishing absorption. For all three cases, we
observe a change in refractive index of |�n| ≈ 0.4 × 10−4

with low absorption.

E. Four-wave mixing

It is well known that once a Raman coherence is produced,
additional frequencies can be generated in the medium due to
four-wave mixing (FWM) [52,53]. These new sidebands can
substantially interfere with the Raman gain and absorption on
the probe laser beam. This effect becomes especially important
when the Raman gain (loss) on the probe beam becomes
larger than exp [1] (exp [−1]). We look for this effect using
a scanning fabry-perot interferometer at the output of the
cell to see if there are any new frequencies being generated.
We do not observe any significant FWM generation due to
the following reasons: (i) As mentioned before, at densities
exceeding 1014 cm−3, the optical depth becomes very large for
our 1-mm-long vapor cell. As a result, there is a wide window
of frequencies with substantial single-photon absorption. For
our typical experimental parameters, the FWM sideband due
to Raman gain resonance (at a frequency of 2ωc1 − ωp) is well
within the absorption curve. As a result, the FWM sideband
does not significantly amplify and interfere with the Raman
gain process for the probe laser beam. (ii) For these conditions,
the FWM sideband due to Raman absorption resonance (at
a frequency 2ωc2 − ωp) is typically sufficiently far detuned
from the D2 line that we do not observe significant sideband
amplification.

To summarize, to date we have been able to control this issue
and FWM is not the limiting factor for our current experimental
parameters. However, we note that this issue may limit the
maximum achievable length of the index-enhanced medium
for future experiments.

IV. FUTURE PROSPECTS

A. Maximum refractive index

One of the key questions to ask is what is the largest
value of the refractive index that can be achieved in Rb? As
mentioned before, for sufficiently large control laser inten-
sities, the medium will exhibit its largest possible refractive
index, that is, as if the probe beam were tuned close to the
single-photon excited state resonance. Figure 15 shows the
maximum achievable relative index of Rb as a function of
density for a hot vapor. The maximum relative index increases
linearly up to a density of about 1015 cm−3 and then saturates
at �n = 0.4. The saturation is fundamental and is caused
by the pressure broadening of the excited electronic state
|e〉 [31,54–57]. One of the key goals would be to achieve
the predicted maximum index experimentally. The refractive
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FIG. 15. (Color online) The maximum relative index for a hot Rb
atomic vapor. The index increases linearly up to a density of about
1015 cm−3 and then saturates at a value of �n ≈ 0.4.

index that we have achieved in our current experiment is about
a factor of 30 lower than the ideal prediction of Fig. 15. We
note that observing the maximum refractive index predicted
by Fig. 15 will likely be a challenging experiment. Many
second-order issues in high-density alkali vapors, such as
radiation trapping and dimer formation, will likely need to be
carefully investigated before such high values of the refractive
index are obtained.

B. Short vapor cells

To fully understand the limitations of the experiment, we
plan to explore index enhancement using shorter vapor cells.
The main motivation for using shorter cells is that at atomic
densities 1015 cm−3, a 1-mm-long cell becomes very thick
optically, with an on-resonance optical depth exceeding 100.
As a result, many second-order issues, such as radiation
trapping, are greatly amplified. We have recently acquired
vapor cells with a cell length of L = 30 μm and started
using these cells in our experiment. Figure 16 shows a D2-line
absorption spectrum for the probe laser beam without any
control lasers at a cell temperature of T = 163 ◦C. The
solid line is a theoretical calculation without any adjustable

FIG. 16. (Color online) The probe transmission as its frequency
is scanned across the D2 line for a cell length of L = 30 μm and an
atomic density of 2 × 1014 cm−3. The two outer features are due to
87Rb, whereas the two inner features are due to 85Rb. The solid line
is a calculation without any adjustable parameters.

parameters using the known line strengths and the atomic
density calculated by the vapor pressure model of Ref. [45].
We observe good agreement with the observed data and the
calculation. Our next immediate goal is to observe gain and
absorption Raman resonances with these short vapor cells and
to attempt to achieve higher relative indices.

C. Pyrex vs sapphire cells

Currently we are using vapor cells made of pyrex, and as a
result, we cannot explore temperatures above 170 ◦C and thus
densities exceeding 1015 cm−3. This is because Rb starts to
chemically interact with the cell walls at high temperatures.
In future investigations, one could use sapphire vapor cells to
eliminate this problem. We note that reflection spectroscopy
of Rb at densities as high as 1017 cm−3 is routinely performed
using sapphire cells [58–61].

D. D 1 vs D2 line

As mentioned before, we have been performing the index
enhancement experiments using the D2 line in Rb. We initially
chose this transition because of the availability of high-power
tapered amplifiers near the D2 line transition wavelength of
780 nm. However, it is well known that using the D1 line
has several advantages over the D2 line [62]. For example,
for the D1 line excitation in 85Rb, all of the excited levels
(F ′ = 2 and F ′ = 3) contribute to the Raman process. In
contrast, the F ′ = 1 and F ′ = 4 levels of the D2 line do
not induce Raman coupling; they only produce background
single-photon absorption resonances. These resonances are
quite detrimental for near-resonance experiments such as
EIT since they produce absorptive features that cannot be
rendered transparent. For refractive index enhancement, these
background resonances contribute to many undesired effects,
such as power broadening of the Raman transitions and AC
Stark shifts. To avoid such effects, future experiments may
utilize the D1 line. Tapered amplifiers have recently become
available at the D1 line transition wavelength of 795 nm.

E. Ultracold atoms

Ultracold atomic clouds have significant advantages over
hot vapor cells for implementing refractive index enhance-
ment. One key advantage is that the laser beams need not be
collinear since there is negligible Doppler broadening. This
allows the focusing of the beams to tight spots, which greatly
reduces the optical power requirement for the control lasers.
Atoms that are trapped in optical dipole traps show consider-
able promise for studies of refractive index enhancement. We
note that current laser cooling and trapping techniques allow
atomic densities exceeding 1015 cm−3 in a dipole trap [without
the need for a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC)] [63,64].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have presented a detailed investigation
of an approach for manipulating the refractive index of an
atomic vapor while maintaining vanishing absorption. The
approach relies on the interference of two Raman resonances,
one amplifying and one absorptive in nature. We have
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successfully performed experiments at Rb densities as high
as 1.8 × 1014 cm−3, which is two orders of magnitude larger
than alkali densities used in typical EIT experiments. Our
experiments demonstrated a refractive index change of about
�n ≈ 10−4, which is too small to have practical applications
at this stage of development. However, we believe these
experiments set the stage for future experiments in which the
change in the refractive index could be of order unity. Currently
the main limitation of our experiments is the unexplained
power broadening of the Raman transition.

Extension of these ideas to solid-state materials is of great
interest. As discussed in detail by Kocharovskaya and col-
leagues [65,66], using ideas such as coherent control of excited
state absorption, one can manipulate the refractive index of
solids with vanishing absorption. Using these techniques, it
may be possible to obtain very large refractive indices, possibly
approaching n ≈ 10, opening an array of exciting applications.
One could, for example, construct highly efficient optically
controlled optical devices.

It has recently been predicted that when our index manipula-
tion scheme is coherently coupled to a strong magnetic-dipole
transition, one can obtain a negative refractive index with
vanishing absorption [67,68]. The key advantage of this
approach is that the scheme does not require the simultaneous
presence of a strong electric-dipole and a strong magnetic-

dipole transition at exactly the same wavelength [69–72]. A
preliminary study of rare earth atomic species has revealed
that the idea may possibly be experimentally implemented
in atomic erbium (Er) or dysprosium (Dy) [68]. The concept
of negative refraction, which was first predicted by Veselago
more than four decades ago [73], has recently emerged as
an exciting field of science [74–83]. Although the interest
in these materials remained only a scientific curiosity for a
long time, it is now understood that negative refraction may
have important and far-reaching practical consequences, such
as the construction of perfect lenses [84]. Although there are
open questions, in the future, it may be possible to perform
experiments similar to those discussed above in rare earth
atoms and to investigate the possibility of achieving negative
refraction with low absorption in the optical region of the
spectrum.
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